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note To appendix A
In the original version of the "Principles of Radical Demo-
cracy" as published ie the first edition, Theses 19 and 20 ran as
follows:
NINTEEN
The ideal of Eadical Democracy will be attained through the
collective efforts of spiritually free men united in a political 'party
with the determination of creating a world of freedom. The mem-
bers of the party will function as the guides, friends and philoso-
phers of the people rather than as their would-be rulers. Consist-
ently with the goal of freedom, the political practice of the party
will be rational and therefore ethical. The party will grow with the
growth of the people's will to freedom, and come to power with
the support of enlightened public opinion as well as intelligent
action of the people. Realising that freedom is inconsistent with
concentration of power, its aim will be the widest diffusion of
power. Its success in attaining political power will only be a stage
in that process, and by the -logic of its own esistencej the party
will utilise political power for its further diffusion until the State
becomes coterminous with the entire society.
TWENTY
In the last analysis, education of the citizen is the condition
for such a reorganisation of society as will be conducive to common
progress and prosperity without encroaching upon the freedom of
the individual. The Eadical Democratic State will be the school
for the political and civic education of the citizen. Its structure
and function will enable detached individuals to come to the fore-
front of public affairs. Manned with such individuals, the State
machinery will cease to be the instrument in the hands of any
particular class to coerce others. Only spiritually free individuals
in power can smash all chains of slavery and usher in freedom
for aO.

